A Spiritual Man is Led by his Purpose
“The Act of Loving”
A Spiritual man is not led by his desire for a woman or a relationship. His focus is on doing what he is
born to do and attracting the ideal partner in support of that. Until he meets her, his choice to be
sexual or celibate is based on how it will support him in support of his life’s purpose.
For this reason, a man who is sexually needy or driven, whether it be on a first date, early on in a
relationship or a decade in is a sign of a man who has not found or has lost his sense of purpose. The
reason he becomes needy rather than being irresistible attractive is that woman can sense the
difference between a man who will fiercely go after what he believes is on his path, and a man who
is deceiving himself or easily distracted by non-emotional sexual activities
A man who is led by purpose is irresistible in his energy because women are ‘safe’ in that he will only
choose to be with a woman in line with his purpose. A spiritual man isn’t capable of using a woman
for his sexual ‘needs’ because that’s not the energy he lives with.
If he desires to be committed, he’ll choose a woman with whom the connection is such that he’s
never in a state where he’s feeling a ‘need’ for sex. Until he’s committed his attraction factor to all
women remains high, but once committed his energy and openness to women falls off dramatically.
Hence bantering is how the spiritual man relates to women.
George Clooney and Ryan Gosling were among Hollywood’s top heart throbs, but the universal
feeling to both among conscious women shifted once it was obvious they had connected with a life
partner. Even while dating these men were highly energetically attractive, still on-the-market so to
speak, but once they found ‘her’ their energy literally changed to ‘taken’
A woman can’t make a spiritual man ‘wait for sex’ because she’s willing to feel love. The need to
‘withhold’ from a spiritual man is a disconnected spirit. His attraction is such that he will have ample
opportunity with other women and if it is a committed relationship he would never allow another
woman space creep in to the point where energetic and sexual disconnect occurs with his connected
woman
His ability to notice this, talk through it and work to the solution without raging or running away
creates an incredibly safe space for a woman.
The moment something feels ‘off’ he addresses it, remains steady as she goes through the layers of
her emotional response (cause it ain’t going to be a linear rational discussion), reaches the REAL
thing that’s she’s feeling (3 to 6 layers down) and takes his time to sit with it until they reach
resolution based on love.
The space immediately after the resolution feels incredibly intense because once again he’s proven
to be a man she can trust with her most terrifying truth (if it didn’t scare her to bring it up, whether
it’s something she fears she’ll be judged for and abandoned or something he’ll feel judged for and
run away from her, the tension wouldn’t exist)

There’s a phenomenon some people experience in unconscious relationships where they have
intense sex after intense fights. It’s different, but relatable to what happens in a spiritual relationship
where a spiritual man is aware of something being ‘off’ far sooner than a woman it leads to a fight
So some unconscious couple provoke a fight in order to rage hard through it and ‘make up’ hard in
the resolution but a spiritual man creates a space where fighting isn’t require a woman to ‘recognize
his need’ and be available to him because her desire for him is there just as much as his is for her.
Women don’t end up ‘hard up’ for lack of sexual opportunity, it’s a lack of availability of men they’re
willing and eager to be sexually open with. If there is an ache that arises, it is in a woman for this
kind of man.
Sexual neediness in a man is the most easily identifiable symptom of a man who isn’t spiritual. A
spiritual man never experiences lack of desire from women in general or from his partner without
addressing the disconnect and re-establishing a bond
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